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from the head 

Celebrating 80 years at UC

head’s report

Our celebrations have been a 
compelling reminder of the strength 
and warmth of the members of our 
community. Past and present students 
have regaled us with enthralling stories 
of their college experiences. Almost 
universally, they conveyed how much 
they have valued their UC experience. 
Their tertiary education was embedded 
in, and enhanced by, college life which 
broadened their horizons, made life-
long friendships and created so many 
fond memories. 

By embracing the opportunities UC 
offers, students across the generations 
have grown in confidence, realising 
their own potential with no one set 
path to follow. Rather, what defines 
UC is a culture in which so many 
diverse individuals can find their niche. 

This was expressed in a recent letter I 
received from a departing 2017 student 
which said: ‘As I am leaving University 
College this year, I just wanted to take 
a moment to try to put into words how 
much I have valued my experience 
here…There is a culture here where 
everyone is accepted, where anyone can 
speak to anyone, and where you can 
consider each person a friend… a tight 
knit, supportive community that feels 
inclusive and safe for everyone. I would 
love for everyone who comes to UC,  
to experience this same joy that I have… 
It truly is a wonderful place.’ Ultimately 
it is this culture which informs our 
College’s marvelous and unique history. 

The year, of course, has not been 
without its challenges due to the  
delays in the UC 2017 Project. There 

have been many significant issues  
to be navigated with the construction 
project and I thank everyone for their 
dedication and long hours of hard  
work in pursuing our goals with 
determination and spirit. In particular,  
I thank the College Council and extend 
a warm welcome to the incoming 
President, Jane Peck. I would also like 
to acknowledge and thank our students, 
resident tutors and staff team for their 
forbearance, dedication, efforts and 
outcomes achieved over the past year.

Happy birthday UC and my best wishes 
to all our community. 

Dr Jennifer McDonald 
Head of College

the College’s 80th anniversary has been a wonderful milestone to celebrate 
during which we have welcomed back many members of our community. 
an ambitious program of events commenced in march with the opening 
of the new syme dining hall. alumni reunions were held for each decade, 
stretching from 1947 to 2007 as well as geographic reunions in sydney, 
Canberra and Perth. my husband, Phil and i also hosted a group of our Usa 
alumni in new york, on a private visit in June. the College has 350 alumni 
living in the Usa, the largest cohort outside australia. With over 5,650 
alumni living in over 45 countries around the world, the College now has 
a truly global community. thank you to everyone who has helped us to 
celebrate our first 80 years with so many vibrant and memorable events. 
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2017 has been a big year for the  
College in many ways – most obviously 
the continued efforts to complete the 
new Roper and Sweet wings with the 
forbearance of students who have 
worked so hard to achieve tremendous 
results in their studies whilst maintaining 
the positive community spirit of the 
College. We especially want to thank 
you, our students and your families 
for the continued understanding and 
tolerance. Thank you for your support 
and patience. 

It is a mammoth project which will 
transform the College and enable us 
to continue providing a supportive 
environment with the added bonus  
of world class facilities and rooms  
for our students.

I wish to acknowledge the outgoing 
President of Council, Mrs Anne Cronin 
OAM, who was recently recognised 
for her work in community health and 
medical research. But more important 
to us, are her many years on the  
College Council. Anne has served  
on the Council of University College 
since 1990 and has been President  
since 2002. Her leadership of the 
College has seen the achievement of 
many significant milestones. Anne has 
played a decisive role in the growth  
of the College over the last 15 years. 
Anne, we thank you for all your 
dedication and untiring work as 
President, we look forward to having 
you continue on the Council.

The College community was deeply 
saddened by the recent passing of 
former member of staff and Council, 
Barry Jacobs.

On behalf of the Council, and our 
College community, I wish to sincerely 
thank the Head of College, her 
management team and staff. It has 
been an unpredictable year with the 
construction project but Dr McDonald 
and her staff have pushed through, 
determined to achieve the College’s 
strategic objectives.

Ms Jane peck
President of Council

from the President of CoUnCil
the College holds a special place in the hearts of all those associated  
with it, not the least myself. as a former student of University College, 
i am honoured to be appointed as the President of Council. i have the 
greatest respect for the wonderful institution University College and  
i look forward to helping the College move into the next chapter with  
the anticipated growth in our community in the years to come.

president’s report
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student club

reflecting on the year

It’s fair to say that it has been a 
challenging, but exhilarating year at 
UC. We have seen major growth and 
evolution, both physically and culturally. 
Whilst the renovation of the campus 
has seen many ups and downs, we have 
also seen the expansion of the number 
of people at College. Being the 2017 
Student Club President has allowed me 
to be involved with this change and 
expansion. We have seen an incredibly 
vibrant, familial and thriving year for our 
College, and I couldn’t be prouder of 
what we have achieved.

College events

The start of Semester 2 saw friendly 
faces returning, and fantastic events 
organised by our fabulous Social 
Secretaries, Katlin Leon and Sascha 
Neale. Throughout the weeks, we 
saw incredible College events such 
as the Jungle Safari Boat Cruise, as 
well as a stunning UC day which, were 
both meticulously organised and full 
of exciting fun! I could not be more 
thankful for the efforts of Katlin and 
Sascha over the year, they are extremely 
dedicated and driven members of the 
Student Executive, and have managed 
to pull off some of the best events I 
have seen at College. The ICAC Soirée 
was again a fantastic night, we saw 
our very own Andy Song performing 
amongst many other talented artists 
from across the Crescent. It was a 
fantastic night of (non-competitive) 
intercollegiate fun. 

annual musical production

When talking of successes, I must 
mention the production of West Side 
Story. Alice O’Shea, Lily Cox and Andy 
Song, along with all the amazing cast 
and crew displayed incredible talent, 
organisation and dedication to the  
play. Our very own Mollie Farrell and 
Bert Elton, along with Claudia Young 
and Angus Mackintosh were energetic 
and vivacious leads. They dazzled us  
all with their ability to sing, dance and 
act. Congrats to the whole cast and 
crew – you met and surpassed all  
our expectations. 

on the field/court

On the sporting front, we have had a 
very successful season for the girls and 
the boys. We started off the semester 
with netball, which unfortunately didn’t 
see us make finals. Nevertheless, both 
the firsts and the seconds had amazing 
seasons, and we hold high hopes for 
next year. Additionally, the boys had 
a short but great season in football. 
Despite losing in the grand final against 
St. Mary’s, they played a fantastic few 
games. We also had fun seasons in 
basketball, tennis and quidditch! 

thank you and farewell

Lastly, I would like to offer a 
tremendous thank you. Firstly, 
thanks to my Student Club Executive 
Team, especially Ella Thomas, my 
Vice President. Ella has been such a 
determined, organised and inspiring 
person to work with, and I couldn’t be 
more grateful to have led this College 

with her in 2017. Additionally, it has 
been a pleasure to work with all of 
Administration; Jennifer, Liz, and Andre 
have been fantastic pillars of support 
and guidance throughout the year. 
Finally, to my fellow students living at 
UC, my two years at College would not 
have been as inspiring and welcoming 
without my much-loved friends and 
peers at College. I have always said 
the best thing about College is the 
people. Over my time here, this has 
proved to be utterly true. The last thing 
I will say is that I am incredibly proud 
to hand over to Joe Bingley, the 2018 
President. I couldn’t be more excited 
to see Joe thrive in this role, as we all 
know he will. So, thank you all! It has 
been so ridiculously fun, busy, exciting 
and downright humbling to be your 
President.

rhiannon Van Vliet 
Student Club President 
2nd Year Arts student  
University of Melbourne

A challenging but exhilarating year

Front row: Lalatui Grogan, Pip Scarlett, 
Joe Bingley, Rhiannon Van Vliet, Emily 
Webb Ware, Mikayla Gill. Back row: Jack 
Wood, Ella Thomas, Ellie Hodge, Ben 
Stiassny and Robbie Douglas.



President 
Joe Bingley

bachelor of arts 
University of melbourne

So keen to crack in as UC’s president 
in 2018— let’s make sure it’s a year to 
remember!

Vice President 
Ben stiassny

bachelor of arts 
University of melbourne

I’m excited to spend another year  
at UC and to make it another fun and 
enjoyable one for everyone.

Treasurer
oliver adler

bachelor of science 
University of melbourne

I’m really looking forward to working  
with such a good team and helping the 
student club to run as smoothly as possible!

Secretary
hannah Bates

bachelor of science 
University of melbourne

I’m absolutely thrilled to be the  
Student Club Secretary for 2018, 
and I’m so excited to work with such an  
amazing group of people to keep UC running smoothly.

ICAC Representative 
andy song

bachelor of fine arts 
University of melbourne

I’m looking forward to organising  
many exciting events with other  
colleges and promoting good 
intercollegiate vibes. I’m also very excited  
to be able to work with such driven people in exec.

International Representative
hiroko hongyok

bachelor of arts 
University of melbourne

I am thankful to be UC’s International 
Representative – can’t wait to see all that’s 
in store for us next year!

Social Secretaries 
Matilda Macleod

bachelor of Commerce 
University of melbourne 

Bri Baird
bachelor of Commerce 
University of melbourne

We’re both so excited to work with  
the rest of exec in 2018, as well as plan 
some exciting events. Big things to come!

Female Sports Representative 
Caitlin Janus

bachelor of design 
University of melbourne

So pumped to be the Female Sports  
Rep for 2018! Looking forward to the year 
ahead with all the new faces on the field!

Male Sports Representative
Jack Wood

bachelor of science 
University of melbourne

I’m really looking forward to being the 
Male Sports Rep for 2018 and to work  
with Caitlin and the exec team to make 2018  
a great year.

Student club executive
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The dining hall, having been recently 
adorned with new furniture, looked 
spectacular. The new audio-visual 
equipment kept students enthralled as 
a slideshow of photos from student and 
College events across the year played 
throughout the evening. The kitchen 
and wait staff provided a wonderful 
meal for all, and contributed to the 
seamless evening. 

Several awards were presented at 
the dinner. The Head’s Awards were 
presented by Dr Jennifer McDonald 
to outgoing President, Rhiannon Van 
Vliet, and Vice President, Ella Thomas, 
for their outstanding contribution 
to the College through assistance 
with leadership, consultation and 
administration. Jennifer spoke of the 
passion and principled approach both 
Rhiannon and Ella brought to their roles 
and about the positive impact they had 
on the Student Club Executive, student 
body and the stakeholders group. 

The Senior Common Room (SCR) award 
was awarded by SCR President Molly 
Fredle to Jayden Galbraith. This award 
is given to someone who goes out of 
their way to do the right thing and show 
leadership, and whose outstanding 

contribution as a student to the  
College community supports the  
efforts of the resident tutors. Max 
Dewez received a standing ovation as 
the recipient of the Valedictory Award. 
This award is given by the College’s 
senior students to someone who has 
best represented student concerns, 
been involved in student administration 
and made a significant contribution  
to the student body. 

Jayden also organised the musical 
entertainment for the evening. The 
set began with Angus Mackintosh and 
Michael Dawson performing an amusing 
medley of songs that encapsulated 
the year of 2017 at UC. Together with 
Jayden, Andy Song, Adam Black and 
Ricardo Eguizabal lifted the night with 
an energetic rendition of The Killers’ 
Mr Brightside. Emma Dragh fronted the 
stage, supported by Jayden and Andy  
to perform the final song of the evening, 
Heaven by Bryan Adams, and impressed 
everyone with her beautiful vocals. 

It was then time for outgoing President 
Rhiannon Van Vliet to hand over 
her role to Joe Bingley. As the new 
President, Joe acknowledged the work 
of the outgoing executive, thanked the 

kitchen staff for their efforts on the 
night, and ended the formalities of the 
evening. Overall, it was a very successful 
night and the balance between formality 
and genuine warmth and enthusiasm 
epitomised the UC spirit.

liz agostino 
Dean of Students

Jack Wood, Max Dewez, Ellie Hodge, 
Joe Bingley, Ella Thomas and Andre 
Louhanapessy

Rhiannon Van Vliet and Dr Jennifer 
McDonald

melbourne provided a beautiful spring evening for this year’s Valedictory 
celebrations. students and staff mingled and posed for photos in the giblin 
Courtyard before dinner in the syme dining hall.

a night to remember

VALEDICTORY DINNER: 
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Dishni Jayakody, Fenn Gardner and Starry Zhang

Elliot Parker, James Costa and Tilly Lyons

Michael Dawson, Eve Asquith, Rachel Gregory and Belle Healey Michelle Lau and Mollie Farrell

Patrick Soulsby and Ben Stiassny

Emma Dragh Back row: Christy Koh, Angus 
Eaton, Aneliese Forday, Nic 
McDowell and Rachel Gregory. 
Front: Belle Healey and  
Fraser Patterson

Andy Song

Joel Lee, Terrill Simeon, Windy He, 
Claire Ng and Julia Zhang

Conor Delahunty, Leon Polychronopoulos, Lauren Renyard and Lily Cox

valedictory dinner
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it has been an exciting year at University College. students have been 
making full use of the new dining hall, using it as a study area or a quiet 
space to grab coffee with friends. the construction is transforming the 
College and everyone is looking forward to the new living spaces. 

Community building in the SCR

Graduates students at UC were spread 
out this year, with some living in the 
Graduate Apartments, and two resident 
tutors and a graduate student over at 
the Swanson Street Campus (UniLodge). 
Nevertheless, we did our best to host 
numerous events so we could form 
lifelong friendships.

On behalf of the resident tutors, I would 
like to welcome Andre Louhanapessy, 
the new Dean of Studies, to the SCR.  
We are looking forward to working 
closely with Andre and assisting him  
in the academic space as UC continues 
to grow. 

The second semester was an exciting 
time for the SCR. Liam Byrne’s ‘Big Ideas’ 
group continued after a successful 
first semester, and two other resident 
tutors participated in different College 
activities. Mollie Farrell was a lead in the 
production, West Side Story, and Koki 
Oka played on the UC basketball team 
helping them get to fourth place. Koki 
also entered a drawing in the Art and 
Design competition.

I would like to thank the Graduate 
Representative, Jin Lv, for his 
contribution over the last semester.  
Jin became the Graduate Representative 
during the second semester. He played 
a significant role in communicating with 

the administration about information 
regarding the graduate students.

The Valedictory Dinner brought this 
year to a close and granted the students 
and staff the chance to acknowledge 
specific individuals for their contribution 
to UC. On behalf of the SCR, I would  
like to congratulate this year’s SCR 
recipient, Jayden Galbraith. He was 
proactive in talking to everyone at 
College and consistently offered a 
helping hand to those in need. He 
interacts with all the students and 
always leads by example, exemplifying 
the UC culture. Jayden also has a 
passion for the arts, making him a  
great Music Representative at UC.

Lastly, I would like to thank the resident 
tutors for their involvement at UC  
and for making it a warm community. 

Every one of you made this year 
wonderful, and I thank you for all  
of the support each one of you  
provided to each other. 

Molly Fredle 
President, Senior Common Room 
Master of Biosciences student, 
University of Melbourne

senior common room

Back row: Jin Lv, James Hutcheon,  
Ayush Srinet, On Zhi, Liam Byrne, Koki Oka,  
Sher Maine Tan and Alina Rana. Front row: Anasha Flintoff, Zak 
Kapakoulakis, Andre Louhanapessy, Molly Fredle and Mollie Farrell

James Hutcheon, Mollie Farrell,  
Zak Kapakoulakis, Anasha Flintoff, Ayush Srinet and Sher Maine Tan

Mollie Farrell and Claudia Young

Jayden Galbraith and Molly Fredle
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welcome

Andre has a demonstrated  
commitment and genuine passion  
for youth education and engagement. 
He brings to the role strong knowledge 
of the residential college environment 
and students’ academic needs having 
spent the past six years as Learning 
Programs Manager at Ormond College. 
He also had responsibility for the 
design and management of the  
World of Work program for students 
including alumni networking events, 
workplace visits, seminars and 
workshops on professional skills.

Born in Indonesia, Andre also lived in 
Austria, Czechoslovakia and Thailand 
during his schooling and through his 
work in community development 
in Indonesia, South Sudan and 
Bangladesh. 

We are delighted that Andre has  
joined UC and look forward to his 
leadership and enhancement of our 
academic programs and support. 

welcome

We are excited to welcome andre 
louhanapessy into the role of  
dean of studies at UC. 

Andre Louhanapessy  
and Eloise Cater

Derek Lieu and Andre 

Andre 
Louhanapessy
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academic report

Our students have continued to demonstrate their ability  
to achieve very strong academic results – this was certainly 
true for Semester 1, 2017. 

In August, our College Council members joined High Table 
celebrating our students’ academic achievements. Students  
who achieved an H1 or HD average were rewarded with a  
$100 Readings book voucher while students who obtained  
four H1s or HDs were rewarded with a $200 book voucher  
and a letter of congratulations. 

We would like to congratulate Fox Crowley who received the 
highest average grade in Semester 1, and a perfect mark of  
100 in the subject, Principles of Finance. 

students 
received an  
H1 or HD grade 
average

25
students  
received three  
or more H1s  
or HDs

21

Celebrating 
aCademiC 
exCellenCe

Emily Webb Ware and Lizzy Rogers

Jason Ong and Fox Crowley

Council members Barbara Murray and Cheryl Power 

Liam Byrne,  
Barbara Murray and 

Mollie Farrell

Jack Woods, Oliver Snow, Lizzie 
Maidment, Zak Kapakoulakis, Lizzy 
Rogers and James Hutcheon

Zak Kapakoulakis, Sher Maine Tan, Mollie Farrell, Liam Byrne and 
James Hutcheon
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We were honoured to have Dr Di 
Bresciani OAM and Ms Deirdre Cannon 
judge the high quality entries. After 
much deliberation it was decided  
that the winners for this year were:

fran sutherland (di bresciani prize)

leela bishop (art prize)

Patrick soulsby (design prize) 

Kirsten leung (Photography prize)

This year the creative writing entries 
were judged by a panel comprising 
our Deans, Liz Agostino and Andre 
Louhanapessy and resident tutor,  
Liam Byrne. The winners for the  
creative writing entries were:

eve asquith (Creative Writing)

amber meyer (Poetry prize) 

andy song (People’s Choice prize)

The level of sophistication of this year’s 
entries is a wonderful example of how 
the College through its Art and Design 
week provides the space for our highly 
talented students to display their love  
of the arts. 

Among the winners, Patrick Soulsby 
(winner of the Design prize) shows  
his thought process leading up to the 
final design. Patrick describes them  
as “simple 30 second sketches” to  
a later version of the design where  
“the audience can truly imagine this 
product sitting on their desk at home”.

The winner of the Di Bresciani prize, 
Fran Sutherland, produced a collection 
of five sketches which captured  
College life at UC perfectly.

The College would like to acknowledge 
and thank Dr Di Bresciani OAM and  
her family for their continued support  
of our creative students. 

A special thank you also goes out to 
Patrick Soulsby, the Art and Design Rep 
for 2017, who has done a marvelous  
job of organising this year’s event.

Bridget Hawkins viewing the art submissions

Fran Sutherland with her award-winning 
submission

Dr Di Bresciani and Patrick Soulsby

Creative Writing and  
Art and Design Week
this year we were lucky enough to have entries for Creative Writing  
and art and design Week from 27 talented students. the works included 
paintings, photographs, model designs, fashion designs, poetry and 
short stories. these entries were showcased during open day, receiving 
numerous praises from visitors and the UC community. 

academic report
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academic report

Pathways Dinner was an occasion for 
students in their second year or higher 
at university, to invite an industry 
professional to College for an evening 
of career exploration and networking.

Many thanks to our keynote speaker, 
Cathy Grant, General Manager of 
Grant Day James for candidly sharing 
her professional and life journey. She 
highlighted the importance of finding 
work in an area that you are passionate 
about and when possible with people 
you can really appreciate. The evening 
of networking brought together 20 
professionals from various industries 
and 45 of our students and resident 
tutors. 

The College very much appreciates 
our alumni, friends of the College 
and staff for their contribution to the 
Careers Program this year. We also 
would like to thank our two Careers 
Student Program Leaders, Ella Thomas 
and Joseph Bingley for doing a great 
job in supporting and facilitating the 
wonderful opportunities that we  
were able to provide our students. 

andre louhanapessy 
Dean of Studies

PathwayS dinner
in semester 2, the Careers Program at UC offered students the opportunity to engage with professionals from 
various industries and professions to help clarify the various career pathways available after graduation. 

Merethe Stensvik and Liam Byrne

Cathy Grant Geoff Cox and Chandan Khanal

Dr Jennifer McDonald and Cathy Grant

Rita AvdievJose Germano and Sean PortelliBrighdin (Bridie) Walsh and Joe Bingley

Associate Professor Warrick 
Brewer and Zhi Xiang On Ellie Hodge
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academic report

Andre has just recently moved into 
the tertiary education sector, having 
spent the earlier years of his career in 
international community development. 
He previously worked for both the 
UN and a range of non-government 
organisations (NGOs). 

We were taken on a journey starting 
with Andre’s youth as the child of an 
Indonesian diplomat in Czechoslovakia, 
to his unplanned involvement in 
the 1998 student demonstrations in 
Indonesia. Initially an Environmental 
Engineering graduate, Andre realised 
his passion was in community 
development and after gaining his 

Master of Development Studies here 
at the University of Melbourne. He 
then worked for the UN Development 
Program (UNDP) and NGOs in Aceh, 
South Sudan and Bangladesh. 

Andre shared his experiences working 
on the emergency response to the  
Aceh tsunami, the negotiations between 
the governments in Sudan and when 
asked what his most memorable 
achievement was, he shared a story 
about a project to get doctors visiting 
small villages in the hills of Bangladesh. 
This memory has stayed with him 
because it is an example of a project 
that was initially funded by the UNDP 

but was successfully passed over to the 
Bangladesh government who are still 
running it.

The turnout for Andre’s chat was 
excellent, with around 30 staff and 
students attending, all listening 
attentively to Andre sharing his 
experiences and asking thoughtful 
questions. The SCR is very appreciative 
of Andre for agreeing to give up his time.

James hutcheon 
SCR Academic Convenor

andre joined UC in semester 2 as our new dean of studies, and we 
were very grateful for him to be willing to share his past experiences 
with the UC community in our second fireside Chat of the year. 

Fireside Chat with Dean of Studies, 
Andre Louhanapessy 

We’ve had a whole gamut of events and activities at College in 2017. 
a new addition this year has been the ‘big ideas’ discussion group, 
running throughout both semesters.

The concept of ‘Big Ideas’ is very simple, it is a time when UCers from all subject 
areas, universities, year levels, and backgrounds, can come together to discuss 
big ideas in a friendly and fun environment. In Semester 1 we tackled a series of 
discussions focusing on the ‘Enlightenment and its critics’, discussing the ideas 
of great thinkers from Emmanuel Kant and Mary Wollstonecraft to Fredrich 
Nietzsche and Michel Foucault. 

In Semester 2 we focused on the big ideas that have shaped the world we live 
in today, involving thinkers such as JM Keynes and Milton Friedman, and even 
questioning the meaning of human nature. It has been a wonderful experience  
to hear so many insights from different perspectives in a welcoming and 
supportive intellectual environment.

liam Byrne, Resident Tutor

Robbie Arnold and Andre Louhanapessy

James Hutcheon, Mollie Farrell, Liam Byrne, Joe Bingley,  
Molly Fredle, Dr Jennifer McDonald, Nena Sawyer,  
Robbie Arnold and Andre Louhanapessy

big ideas
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(L-R) Robbie Arnold, Eric Putland, Emily Moss, Ricardo Eguizabal, Daniel Dewhirst, 
Paul Gekas and Marwin Sim

Andre Louhanapessy, Olivia Philpott, Aldo Oosterman, Jennifer Burnett, 
Alex Norton and Andreas Hendarto

Careers Week
during Careers Week at UC, 
students welcomed College alumni 
from various industries to speak 
about life after university studies.

A series of events in the form of 
breakfast and supper chats between one 
or two professionals with a small group 
of up to five students took place during 
the week. A very informative ‘How to 
build your resume’ session was also  
held during Careers Week and was 
facilitated by two of our resident tutors, 
James Hutcheon and Ayush Srinet.

Careers Week also played host to a  
‘5 Years Out panel’ where we welcomed 
back five alumni to share stories about 
their own educational journeys and 
career pathways with students.

“I’m always interested in giving  
back to UC students where possible. 
I am currently undertaking a PhD 
in Environmental Science at the 
University of Melbourne. This  
is one pathway for budding 
scientists who are interested  
in research.”  
alex norton (UC 2009)

Our alumni brought to Careers 
Week a diverse range of industry 
experience spanning engineering 
services, technology, architecture, 
communications, law, research and 
academia, business administration, 
psychology, sciences and medicine.

UC alumni who are in a position to 
volunteer their time for the benefit 
of UC students are most welcome 
and encouraged to contact the 
Advancement Office at  
community@unicol.unimelb.edu.au  
or on +61 3 9349 9113.

Rita Avdiev

Martine Botha

Paula Bradley

Dr Di Bresciani OAM

Associate Professor 
Warrick Brewer

Sally Brown

Jennifer Burnett

Geoff Cox

Madeleine Davies

Dr Miriam Dixson

Dr Don Edgar OAM 

Dr Patricia Edgar AM 

Clare Ellis

Scott Evans

Lesley Falloon OAM

Professor Elizabeth Gaze

Paul Gekas

Daniel Goode

Cathy Grant

Alison Harcourt

Steph Hawkins

Andreas Hendarto

Hannah Hotker

Lachie Humphreys

Matthew Gordon

Jane Gould

Andreas Hendarto

Dr Qusai Hussain

Chandan Khanal

Jessie Li

Mark Maher

John Mathieson

Winsome McCaughey AO

David McMillan

Dr Jane Melville

Alex Norton

Aldo Oosterman

Jane Peck

Olivia Philpott

Finbar Piper

Cheryl Power

Marwin Sim

George-Ann Sullivan

Dr Mikala Tai

Dr Sharman Tanny

Karin Temperley

Ella Thomas

John Visser

Marli Wallace

Brighdin (Bridie) Walsh

Daryl Williams QC

Dean Worthington

University College Volunteers
thank you to College alumni and community members who 
generously volunteered their time during our 80th anniversary 
year. Volunteers shared with our students about post-university life 
and valuable careers advice at various events such as Careers Week, 
Pathways dinner, UC forum and through mentoring. 

Thank you to the following people who volunteered throughout 2017 –  
your contribution is very much appreciated:



Jennifer Burnett

2008-2009

Jennifer has a Bachelor of Arts (with  
a major in History) and a Juris Doctor 

from the University of Melbourne. 
Jennifer has been lawyer in the WorkCover 

department with Wisewould Mahoney Lawyers 
since 2013, completing her traineeship there.

andreas hendarto

2010

Andreas studied a Bachelor of 
Biomedicine and Neuroscience at  

the University of Melbourne and is  
now undertaking the Doctor of Medicine. 

After being a student researcher with Austin 
Health and a Marshal for the Australian Medical Council, 
Andreas is now a medical student with Northern Health. 

alex norton

2009-2010

Alex is currently undertaking a PhD 
at the University of Melbourne and is 

interested in the natural environment and 
the way in which humans interact with it.  

     He completed his double Bachelors and 
Honours degree in Environmental Science and  
Environmental Engineering at RMIT University in 2014.

aldo oosterman

2010

Aldo completed a Bachelor of Arts 
(majoring in Communications and Media 

Studies) at the University of Melbourne 
as well as a Master of Marketing at the 

Melbourne Business School. Aldo recently 
started as a consultant with Forethought Research after 
working as a Brand Implementation Specialist at Transurban. 
He has held several roles in an Account Manager capacity 
with Red Crayon Pty Ltd, The Kraft Heinz Company and 
Marketing Bee. 

olivia philpott

2003-2004

Olivia studied a Bachelor of Arts and 
Diploma in Modern Languages (French) 

at the University of Melbourne with an 
exchange to the University of Nottingham. 

Olivia went on to complete a Diploma in 
Government Management at the University of Canberra and 
is currently enrolled in the Master of Business Administration 
(Social Impact) at University of NSW. She is currently 
the International Development Manager with Netball 
Australia. Olivia has also had various roles in local and state 
government in customer service, policy and development. 

careers week
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mentoring
Thank you to those College alumni who are participating  
in the various mentoring programs on offer through their  
universities. We have heard of great outcomes for both  
alumni and student participants in these programs and  
encourage all College students and alumni to participate  
where possible. More information on the University of  
Melbourne mentoring programs can be found at  
https://mentoring.unimelb.edu.au

5 years oUt
as part of Careers Week, five of our alumni returned to discuss their studies, careers and experiences transitioning 
between university studies and the workplace.



thank you to our 2017 donors

advancement
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Mrs M Ada 

Mr D Adams 

Mrs S Addison

Australian 
Communities 
Foundation

Ms R Avdiev

Mrs D Beckton

Mr J Beckton

Mrs A Black

Mrs J Blencowe

Lady Boston of 
Faversham

Mrs A Botha

Mr H Botha

Mr A Bresciani

Dr D Bresciani OAM

Dr L Broughton

Mrs P Brown

Mrs B Buchanan

Mrs P Buchdahl

Building Engineering 
Review

Dr J C Burford

Mrs N Burns

Capt M Carr

Mrs Y Carr

Dr A Carrucan

Mrs I Chambers

Mr M Chambers

Dr C Cheers

Connellan Airways 
Trust

Mrs J Cox AM

Mr R Cross

Mrs D Demack

DMW Industries Pty Ltd

Ms A Duncan

Ecycle Solutions Pty 
Ltd

Mrs J Ellis

Dr R Evans

Mrs A Farrell

Ms D Farrell

Mr P Farrell

Mrs N Ford

Mrs P Ford

Dr M Freeman

Dr S Freeman

Dr C Gibney

Dr R Glow OAM

Dr A Gregory AM

Mrs B Gregory OAM

Mr D Grubb

Ms A Harcourt

Mr R Harcourt

Prof B Harley

Mr S Hawkins

Mrs S Hawkins

Mrs J Hedstrom

Mrs S Heislers

Ms S Y Ho

Mrs J Holmes

The Hon. P 
Honeywood

Mrs J Horseman

Mr R Horseman

Prof B Howlett

Mr G Hughes

Dr E Hurrell

Dr J Hurrell

Dr A Hyslop

Dr P Hyslop

Dr A Jabara

Dr E Jensen

Mrs G Jensen

Assoc Prof C Johnston

Dr A Jones

Mrs L Joy

Ms M Kelso

Dr R Kiss

Prof B Lagay

Ms N Leek

Prof F Levy AM

Mrs D Lloyd

Ms D Logan

Mr R Macdonald

Mr W Mackie

Ms M MacRitchie

Mr T McBain

Dr C McConnell RFDS

Mrs J McCraith

Dr J McDonald

Mrs C McGain

Mr M McGain

Melbourne Gravity Pty 
Ltd

Miss A Miller

Mrs O Milne

Dr A Moffatt

Dr E Morrison 

Ms H Murray

Mrs R Mustow

Ms S Nixon OAM

Mrs S Nolan

Mr C O’Donohue

Mrs A Oppenheim

Mr J Parsons

Mrs G Pavlovski

Mr M Pearce

Dr S Pearce

Mrs S Pearce

Perpetual Trustee 
Company Limited

Ms A Pollard

Mr M Pollard

Mr S Portelli

Mrs C Power

Mrs J Pretty

Mrs B Prowse

Miss S Ramsay

Mrs A Robertson

Mr P Rodgers

Mr G Ryles OAM KSJ 

Mrs J Ryles OAM

Dr E Shaw

Mr B Simpson

Mrs D Simpson

Mr R Smith

Mrs J Stewardson

Mr M Stewart

Mrs M Stewart

Miss E Stone

Mrs J Szepe 

Dr R Terry

The Ray and Joyce 
Uebergang Foundation

Mrs B Thomas

Mr R Tolliday

Mrs A Visser

Mr D Visser

Mrs E Vorrath

Mrs M Wallace

Mrs J Walstab 

Mrs K Walter

Mrs S Watson

Mrs M Webster 

Mr G Wheeler 

Mrs V Wilson

Mrs P Wood 

Dr R Yi 

Ms S Yong 

Youth Music 
Foundation of Australia

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE  

annUal aPPeal
thank you to all members of the College community 
who have made a donation towards the annual appeal 
this year. donations to the annual appeal go a long  
way to helping enhance the student experience at 
College as well as the non-operational lines of the 
Colleges activities. this year, we have introduced 
several new funds to the appeal which will benefit 
students at UC including the library resource fund, 
the art fund, the music resource fund and the syme 
dining hall Chair fund. 

sam hawkins
Advancement Manager

Hugh Pollard (front) with Amy Kerr, Krystal Sung and Leon 
Polychronopoulos. The Pollard family donated funds for a new 

dining hall chair earlier this year.
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advancement

Thank you to all donors to the UC 
Scholarship Program in 2017, your 
contributions make an incredibly 
positive impact on the lives and families 
of those fortunate recipients.

Lala Grogan (pictured), a first year Arts 
student at the University of Melbourne 
and a Student Club Executive member, 
speaks fondly of her experience moving 
from Queensland to a new state and 
the benefits the College community has 
provided to enrich her time at university.

“Thank you to all of the alumni and 
community members who have 
volunteered their time and donated 
their money towards University College 
this year. For me, it has been a privilege 
to experience all that College has to 
offer and without your support, this 
would not have been possible.” 

In 2017, we had 55 students apply for 
37 scholarships. With College capacity 
increasing to over 300 rooms in the 
near future, we anticipate a relative 
increase in the number of applications 

to the Scholarship Program for financial 
need. The average financial gap ranges 
between $1,000 and $10,000 annually 
and every contribution towards this 
program (which is fully tax deductible) 
goes directly to the student and their 
family in the form of fee relief. 

If you are in a position to help  
support the UC Scholarship Program, 
please contact the Advancement  
Office on +61 3 9349 9113 or  
community@unicol.unimelb.edu.au

scholarships enabling access for students

“For me, it has been a privilege to experience 
all that College has to offer and without your 
support, this would not have been possible.” 

The Georgina Sweet Society
The Georgina Sweet Society was established to recognise and thank members 
of the College community who plan to leave a gift in their Will to the College. 
With 23 members, it is always a privilege to join members of the society to hear 
of their memories of the past and thoughts for the future of the College. In 2017, 
members of the society have gathered for a special lunch in April as well as a 
high tea in November. 

If you plan to leave the College a gift in your Will, or if you would like to discuss 
the idea, please contact the Advancement Office so that we can include you in 
this special society.

Lalatuai (Lala) Grogan



Chaired by Dr Don Edgar OAM, the  
80th Anniversary Forum featured  
nine of College’s distinguished alumni  
and the current Student Club Vice-
President participating in panel 
discussions about the effect College 
has had on their lives and the 
challenges they see facing university 
students today. 

What emerged from the discussion 
was the unique nature of University 
College compared with other colleges 
at the University of Melbourne: the 
diversity of its students and the ‘safe’ 
and ‘nurturing’ environment that 
encouraged them to find their path in 
life, gain self-confidence and achieve 
independence as thinking, mindful 

adults. The panel members urged 
that UC continue to focus on such 
goals because living at College is 
an enriching experience that allows 
students to get the most out of their 
time at university. 

“I got stretched by College and 

I learnt that I was probably as 

important as anybody else, which 

was a very valuable thing to learn  

at that age.” Dr Patricia Edgar AM

Overall the Forum was a resounding 
success and the College is very  
grateful to our panel members who 
contributed so much to what was a 
lively and thought-provoking event.

A very special thank you  
to our panellists:

Dr Miriam Dixson (UC 1948–50)

Dr Patricia Edgar AM (UC 1954–58)

Lesley Falloon OAM (UC 1938)

Professor Elizabeth Gaze (UC 1971)

Winsome McCaughey AO  
(UC 1961–64)

Jane Peck (UC 1969–70)

Finbar Piper (UC 2013–14)

Mikala Tai (UC 2002–03)

Ella Thomas (UC 2016 – current)

Daryl Williams QC (UC 1983)

Dr Don Edgar OAM (Chair), Ella Thomas, Finbar Piper, Dr Mikala Tai, Daryl Williams QC 
and Professor Elizabeth Gaze

uc forum
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE  

80Th ANNIVERSARY  
FORUM

Jane Peck, Winsome McCaughey AO, Dr Patricia Edgar AM, Dr Miriam Dixson and Lesley Falloon OAM

University College has had a marked impact on its residents for  
80 years. the nature of that impact has varied with the social context  
of the times and the changing face of university education itself.

Lala Grogan, Brady Price and Christine 
Shannon
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community

Discussion groups covered topics 
such as: femme fatale-discourse in the 
media, sexual harassment on campus, 
women in literature, female influencers, 
body image and racism in Australia.  
One of the most positive things to  
have come out of these discussions has 
been a community grounded in mutual 
understanding, empathy and support. 
Through the work of Wonder Women, 
UC is introducing a student Equity 
Representative in 2018. The group  
were also delighted to welcome Julia 
Gillard’s predecessor, Joanne Ryan MP 
to UC to discuss the experiences of 
women in the political world. 

Wonder Women is not just a collective 
focused on academic discussion and 

leadership; they also strive to promote 
a safe space for individuals from any 
background, sexuality or ideological 
perspective. This is why ‘Queer Week’ 
was launched when the marriage 
equality postal surveys were first  
mailed; students covered UC in  
rainbow flags, “vote yes” signs and 
images to ensure those from the 
LGBTQI+ community felt safe in their 
home during the marriage equality 
debate. Prompted by the Australia 
Human Rights Commission’s report 
on sexual assault and harassment, 
Wonder Women also hosted an intimate 
discussion session and put up posters 
around College to spread awareness  
of the facts to come out of the report.

In 2018, Wonder Women will launch 
‘The Sweet Collective’, named after the 
founder of University Women’s College, 
Georgina Sweet. Lead by the previous 
Wonder Women group, The Sweet 
Collective will create a fresh dialogue 
based on social-justice and leadership 
focused initiatives. Events will include 
an alumni TED talk and a women in 
leadership cocktail/networking night. 

adrienne Bray 
1st Year Arts student
University of Melbourne

WonDer WoMen at UC
Wonder Women is a student-led initiative which aims to promote women 
in leadership and to start a dialogue on social equity, justice and modern-
day feminism. together with founder adrienne bray, leaders Pooja mallard, 
bridget hawkins, lalatuai grogan, nena sewyer and sibo madzima hosted 
weekly discussion groups and various open events in semester 2 of 2017.

head’s Cocktail reception
head of College, dr Jennifer mcdonald welcomed members 
of the College community to the leitch academic Centre and 
giblin Courtyard in mid-october to celebrate the conclusion  
of the College’s 80th anniversary year.

Students and resident tutors mingled with alumni, Governors,  
Fellows, Council and Committee members, volunteers and donors  
on the warm Spring evening.

Dr McDonald thanked everyone for their support in enabling access 
to the college experience and in delivering key College programs 
throughout 2017.



reunions
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as part of the 80th anniversary celebrations this year, UC embarked on a 
broad engagement program including domestic and international reunions.

“When you join the University College community, you join a global network of over 
5,600 alumni and over 240 students living in over 45 countries. Our alumni are now 
doing incredible things in all parts of the world, in many industries. It is inspiring to 
meet with these alumni and hear their stories.”– Dr Jennifer McDonald

Dr Jennifer McDonald with ACT-based alumni Zoe Winters, Sophie Eltringham,  
Dr Susan Chambers and Dr Ann Moffatt

Dr Jennifer McDonald with 2007 University College alumni

Dr Jennifer McDonald with President of the Senior Common Room, Molly Fredle and 1997 alumni

ACT Alumni Reunion

1997 Alumni Reunion
“When I walked into UC it just felt 
different to the other colleges, more 
of a community. Even if you didn’t 
know everyone by name, you knew 
everyone’s face and it just made  
you feel like we were all in this  
thing together.” – Alexis Sawenko 

2007 Alumni Reunion
“My brother was a year older than 
me and attended UC so I was 
determined to make my mark 
at one of the other colleges. 
However, once I visited UC I had 
no doubt that this was the place  
for me.” – Oliver Hare (UC 2007)

We would also like to extend 
warm congratulations to two 2007 
alumni, Michael Weel and Alexa 
Kuzyk, who met at UC and are now 
engaged to be married in 2018!

Celebrating 80 years  
of Collegiate edUCation

80
YEARS
CELEBRATIN

G
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1957 alumni  
reunion lunch
head of College, dr Jennifer 
mcdonald welcomed back seven 
alumni from 1957 for lunch in the 
heritage room in early october.

Reminiscing of times spent in the College 
hallways and lessons learnt from then 
Head of College, Myra Roper, provided 
much conversation for all in attendance; 
some of whom have stayed in close 
contact over the years, others who had 
not seen each other in some time. They 
shared stories of family, career, travel  
and academia since living together.

“Being a girl, moving down to Melbourne 
from the country – you thought, ‘Wow, 
I’ve made it’ as you walked through  
those front doors at College. It really  
was a wonderful opportunity we were 
given and I’ll be forever grateful.”  
– Elaine Head (UWC 1957-59)

Jane Peck addressing guests during the Remembering UWC High Tea

to find out more about special events and reunions in 2018,  
please contact our advancement office on +61 3 9349 9113 or at  
community@unicol.unimelb.edu.au.

1947 reunion

Remembering UWC high Tea
“I always felt very fortunate that my mother encouraged me to go to College 
and to pursue the opportunities offered through the scholarship program. 
Scholarships at the College continue to be a fundamental aspect of accessibility 
to the College experience today.” – Jane Peck (UWC 1969-70)

Front row: Elaine Head, Juliet Pettit, Janet Wood and Kathy Wright. Back row: Delwyn 
Poyser, Dr Jennifer McDonald, Gillian Hill and Helen Miles

Alison Harcourt and Lady Boston of 
Faversham
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uc production

From the moment I was handed the 
reins of the production, my aim was 
for everyone on stage and in the 
audience to have a really good time. 
Yes, occasionally there was a little stress, 
due to the fact we did put on the whole 
performance in just three weeks. But  
the people who comprised the cast  
and crew made this experience so  
much fun, it became easy to ignore  
the more anxious times. 

Firstly I’d like to praise those who 
made up our incredibly talented cast. 
Albert Elton and Mollie Farrell were 
our Tony and Maria. Other key cast 
members were Claudia Young as Anita, 
Angus Mackintosh as Bernardo, and 
Tristan Koay as Riff. All brought great 
enthusiasm and conviction to their 
roles, as well as off-the-charts singing 
and acting skills. Their large roles 
required a lot of effort, and they put  
in ten-fold. But of course, the rest  
of our 19-strong cast cannot be 
overlooked. Each performer was 
committed, energetic, and everyone 
improved miles from the first to the  

last rehearsal. Though I can’t name  
you all, you know who you are. 

However, behind every performance 
is a crew that each works in a variety 
of ways to ensure a production runs 
smoothly from beginning to end. The 
hard work of Andy Song as Assistant 
Director, Lily Cox as Production 
Manager, and Hannah Bates as  
Producer must also be recognised.  
They were all fantastic in their pivotal 
roles; planning, rehearsing, and running 
the production. Eloise Cater also shined 
in her role as Set Designer, creating 
an awesome set, and with her team 
ensured props were moved on and off 
smoothly on performance nights. Ailish 
Cook and Bec Francis provided stunning 
costumes, and Jonathan Evans created 
a great lighting design that enhanced 
the whole performance. 

I will say again that there were many 
others involved who helped the idea 
of this production become a reality. In 
all honesty, before we got started I was 
very unsure whether we could pull it off. 

But we actually did it, and boy did we 
have a really good celebration after! I 
thank everyone involved once again for 
making the 2017 UC Production of West 
Side Story the best that it could be. 

alice o’shea
Director
First Year Arts student,
University of Melbourne

Putting on the UC 2017 musical West Side Story was an immense 
effort, but also an incredible amount of fun. from rehearsals, to 
closing night, we had many ups and downs. however, i believe  
all involved would agree that they will take the memories away  
as a highlight of their year at UC. 

UC puts on a cracker show: a story

Front: Claudia Young, Belinda Thompson 
and Caitlin Janus. Middle: Meg Lee,  

Sibo Madzima and Nena Sawyer.  
Back: Bert Elton, Angus Mackintosh,  
Pip Scarlett, Tristan Koay, Francesca 

Browne and Bill Stam

Mollie Farrell 
and Bert Elton



Bert Elton, Angus Mackintosh and Tristan Koay
Bert Elton, Mollie Farrell 

and Bri Baird
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uc production

Sibo Madzima, Claudia Young and Caitlin Janus

Francesca Browne Back: Nena Sawyer and Tristan Koay. Front: Meg Lee, Caitlin Janus, Sibo Madzima  
and Bill Stam. 
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sports report

Netball
Both our firsts and seconds netball 
teams represented the College well 
against some very good competition 
this year. At the end of the three-week 
season the firsts team had to beat 
Trinity, Queens and Newman in order 
to make finals, but they unfortunately 
missed out. The seconds finished sixth 
on the ladder, just missing out on  
finals after a nail biting game against 
Whitley College. Special shout out to 
the outstanding performances from  
Bri Baird, Michelle Kerrin and Rhiannon 
Van Vliet in the firsts team and Caitlin 
Janus, Indi Wicks and Bridget Hawkins 
in the seconds team. 

Footy 
This year the boys football team had a 
fantastic season, winning many games 
against many colleges around the 
Crescent. With a star-studded line up, 
UC were once again the contenders 
to win the seconds flag. The boys 
represented the College proudly and 
played some fantastic football, but 
disappointingly, they fell just short  
in an exciting game against Mary’s  
in horrific conditions.

TEAM 
SPIRIT

Hannah Bates, Bri Baird, Caitlin 
Headon, Matilda Macleod, Ella 
Thomas, Phoebe Hindhaugh and 
Grace Kirkby

Kirk Downie, Robbie Douglas, 
Hugh Beaton and Sam Mitchell

Bri Baird and 
Conor Delahunty 

Caitlin Janus,  
Nena Sawyer and Phoebe Hindhaugh

Swimming
This year’s swimming carnival gave 
many of our students an opportunity  
to shine at Albert Park. There were 
many outstanding performances  
from a number of UCers, with the 
international students leading the  
way. Congratulations to Kate Grieve, 
Krystal Sung and Jack Wood who all 
won individual events as well as the 
boys relay team who came third in  
their heat. It was a fantastic night and 
we hope that next year we can tap 
into more of the talent and get more 
supporters down to watch on the night. 

Tennis
Tennis this year went smashingly!  
The team was in a difficult pool,  
coming up against some of the 
toughest competition around the 
Crescent. At the conclusion of the 
season, UC had a mixture of wins  
and losses but they certainly played 
some awesome games. 

Basketball
The UC teams played with much gusto, 
with the boys finishing first in their pool 
and the girls finishing second in their 
pool. Overall, we were very impressed 
with the standard of games but perhaps 
the most memorable moment was 
at the boys second elimination final 
against Hilda’s – UC supporters filled 
the grandstand at 7am! Although 
they didn’t come away with the win, 
the college spirit at the game was 
unforgettable.

Thanks to everyone who participated in 
UC sport this year, whether it be through 
playing or supporting. The involvement 
around these activities is one of the 
many things that make this College  
such a great place! All the best to  
Jack Wood and Caitlin Janus for 2018! 

Joe Bingley and ellie hodge  
2nd Year Arts student and  
2nd Year Science student,  
University of Melbourne



Sophie Stretch, Kirsten Leung, Caitlin Janus, Ricky Liu and Robbie Arnold

OPEN DAY 2017

Dr Jennifer McDonald, Amber Meyer and Charlie Boyd

Lauren Powell and  
Head Chef Alfonso Buitrago

Ricardo Eguizabal performing for visitors Justin Sciacca leading a tour

On Zhi with visitors Maeve DowtyMollie FarrellSibo Madzima leading a tour through the Syme Dining Hall

Starry Zhang, Pooja Mallard and Bryan TanElizabeth Maidment and Hiroko Hongyok
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open day
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sustainability

Second semester has been a successful 
period for the University College 
Sustainability Committee. The winter 
planting earlier in the year produced 
many different types of vegetables 
for dinners throughout the semester. 
The handy work of the committee 
has not only provided food on the 
UC dinner table, but also with the 
summer planting, allowed the garden 
to rejuvenate after a rather damaging 
construction period in 2016. The 
summer planting will ensure the 
beginning of the 2018 academic year 
will have the garden abundant with 
ready-to-eat fruit and vegetables.

Together with the other colleges 
we launched a new initiative in 
Semester 2, the Intercollegiate 
Sustainability Committee. Sustainability 
Representatives from all the colleges 
on the Crescent met and discussed the 
different environmentally conscious 
initiatives and programs that they were 
running at their college. It was a great 
way to be exposed to how others are 
tackling sustainable living at college. 
Some initiatives at UC, such as the 
‘Sustainability Living tip posters’ and  

the vegetable garden, were a first for 
some colleges. Since then I’ve heard 
that a few have started to implement 
both ideas. 

These meetings were a first for this  
year so my job has mostly involved 
building the foundations for the 
Intercollegiate Sustainability Committee. 
However, I have made several contacts 
and will be able to pass on outlines 
for future programs to the next UC 
Sustainability Representative. An 
issue that has been raised this year in 
particular is food wastage, and I hope  
to communicate how other colleges 
tackle the issue for next year. 
Furthermore, beehives are also being 
implemented around College Crescent, 
so that may well also be a possibility!

Most importantly, what the 
Intercollegiate Sustainability Committee 
has allowed is a positive move towards 
more sustainable living at colleges  
in the future. The UC Sustainability 
Committee has seen the effect of  
such positive initiatives as they have 
tended the garden all year, and it will  
be exciting to see what will happen  
in the years to come!

tilly lyons  
Sustainability Representative 
2nd Year Biomedicine student 
University of Melbourne

Colleges going green



music
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Due to a wide range of College events 
taking place and holidays, our Pleasant 
Friday Afternoons (PFAs) were not held 
as consistently as hoped. What was 
consistent however, was the crowd. 
Between both audience and performers, 
you could always count on Fraser C 
and friends, along with the performing 
regulars, the dynamic duo Michael 
Dawson and Angus Mackintosh, and 
Ricardo Eguizabal to be there. These 
guys (along with others) have been there 
for every PFA and soiree and even dipped 
their toes in the Battle of the Bands.

Battle of the Bands is the Crescent’s 
biggest Intercollegiate Arts and Culture 
(ICAC) event of the year. This year,  
UC’s band featured Andy Song singing 
Let Me Entertain You and Sugar, and 
Michelle Lau with Mollie Farrell belting 
out on Runaway Baby and Treasure. 
They all joined forces to finish with  
Can’t Stop the Feeling. We must say 
thank you to the killer horn section 
of Tom Gibney and Will Hunt, and the 
beastly rhythm section Tom Hanson, 
Adam Black and Ricardo Eguizabal.

The two musical soirees in 2017 really 
showcased the diversity of musical 

tastes and talents at UC. With the 
likes of ‘Mr Soiree’ himself, Andy Song 
melting hearts with originals and covers 
alike, and the Intersection Club House 
Band knocking us all dead with their 
lyrical comedy, there was never a dull 
moment. Across both soirees we also 
got treated to a string ensemble, some  
rock bands, and plenty of beautiful 
acoustic covers on guitar. There’s  
really too many to describe! So in  
short, a massive thanks to Michael 
Dawson, Angus Mackintosh, Ricardo 
Eguizabal, Adam Black, Harri Wyvill,  
Lily Cox, Francesca Browne, Jack 
Woods, Celia Eydeland, Helen Li,  
Meg Lee, Meghan Young, Amy Zhou, 
Andy Song, Tom Hanson and to  
anyone else who performed for  
your participation and incredible 
contribution to music this year.

Congratulations also to next year’s 
Music Rep Ricardo, and all the best  
for making music happen next year. 
Music in 2018 is in good hands!

Jayden galbraith 
Music Representative 
1st Year Music student 
University of Melbourne (VCA)

We’ve seen a huge spread in acts and musical taste at UC in 2017. from 
classical piano, rock cover bands, string ensembles and the original 
material that’s been written and debuted during the year. 

Jayden Galbraith

Meg Lee, Meghan Young, Jayden Galbraith, Andy Song, Fran Browne and Ricardo Eguizabal

Back row: Tom Gibney, Adam Black, Will 
Hunt, Jayden Galbraith and Tom Hanson. 
Front row: Andy Song, Mollie Farrell, 
Ricardo Eguizabal and Michelle Lau.

UC reaches a crescendo in  2017
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wellbeing

there was a huge focus on 
wellbeing at UC in september, 
including discussions about 
body image, self defence classes, 
relaxation workshops and  
sessions about responsible  
alcohol consumption.

Spring was kick-started with Friday 
lunchtime self-defence classes run 
by Howard Kimber, from Fight Back 
Women’s Self-Defence.

During Love Your Body Week, Dr Nikki 
Isaacs, psychologist from The Butterfly 
Foundation, was invited to speak with 
students about body image. First year 
student, Leon Polychronopoulos gave 
an insightful personal account of Nikki’s 
presentation at High Table shortly 
after, “teenagers are often vulnerable 
to pressures of social media and their 
friend’s comments on appearance, 
which gives the impression that 
everyone must be skinny to look  
good rather than acknowledging  
there are many different body shapes 
and sizes. All foods are good to eat,  
if you are eating in reasonable  
amounts and exercising regularly.” 

About seeking help for signs of eating 
related issues or disorders, Leon said, 
“It’s OK to ask a family member or a 
mate for help if you aren’t feeling  
your best…it is important to know that 
there are professional services such  
as Lifeline, Kids Helpline, and The 
Butterfly Foundation Helpline. If you 
are worried about someone close to 

you then using “I” statements at the 
appropriate time can be more effective 
than just saying “you need to get help!”, 
instead you could say “I am worried for 
you…”. You can even help to arrange  
for them to see a GP as a start who  
are highly trained and will skilfully  
lead them in the right direction.” 

Lastly, we enjoyed an interactive session 
with Dr Tamsin Short, a clinical and 
forensic psychologist and specialist  
drug and alcohol counsellor. Tamsin 
gave some great insight into the 
neurological and physical effects of 
binge drinking and where we can go  
for help. Most of us were shocked about 
the varying sizes of ‘standard drinks’ 
being served in licensed premises. The 

session also looked into the currently 
serious and topical issue of consent  
and how binge drinking can impact 
sexual encounters between two 
consensual adults. 

Kylie paine

Nena Sawyer and Meg Lee

Leon Polychronopoulos

“All foods are 
good to eat, if 

you are eating 
in reasonable 
amounts and  

exercising  
regularly.”

Wellbeing 
workshops



community service 

strengthening the College community

Through two successful bake sales,  
the committee gave UC students and 
staff a chance to contribute to two  
very worthy causes while enjoying a 
sweet treat on the side. (The brownies 
were definitely the crowd favourite.)  
The first cause being the Children’s 
Cancer Foundation in which we raised 
$338.50 and the second being Special 
Children’s Events Foundation in which 
$250 was raised. The committee  
hopes that this event will continue  
in the years to come.

In October, a select few committee 
members volunteered for another  
not-for-profit event outside of UC 
in the hopes of contributing to the 
broader community. They chose  
a popular neighbourhood event  
which was organised by The  
Centre, North Melbourne –  
the Spring Fling Festival. UC 
volunteers Amy Kerr, Kate Grieve  
and Sibo Madzima helped with  
the annual dog show while  
Michelle Lau volunteered as the 
Marketing Coordinator and was  
tasked with promoting the event  
to the community.

Thank you to everyone in the 
Community Service Committee for  
all their hard work this year – and  
also a big thank you to everyone at  

UC for their support. Being involved  
in the Community Service Committee, 
gives students a chance to break out  
of the “college bubble” and to realise 
that, whether by raising money or  
by volunteering, we can make a  
big difference in our community. 

Michelle lau
Community Service Representative 
2nd Year Arts student 
University of Melbourne

Dr Jennifer McDonald, Nena Sawyer and 
Michelle Lau.

Nena Sawyer and Michelle Lau

2017 was a truly rewarding year for UC’s Community service Committee. in addition to volunteer work, there was  
a focus on creating events to strengthen the College community.

Above: Amy Kerr, Michelle Lau, Kate Grieve 
and Sibo Madzima
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The release, on 1 August, of the  
findings from the Australian Human 
Right Commission (AHRC) investigation 
into sexual harassment and assault  
on Australian university campuses, 
provided a specific lens with which 
to re-examine particular aspects of 
our student activities. To that end, we 
worked closely with the Student Club 
executive to review student events and 

activities in order to proactively mitigate 
key risks highlighted by the report.  

At a special Low Table dinner, we 
discussed the AHRC Report’s findings, 
and the Student Executive Social 
Secretaries, Katlin Leon and Sascha 
Neale, presented one of the student 
activities as a case study in how we 
might make adjustments to existing 
events to address potential risks of 
sexual harassment and assault. Students 
were asked to provide us with ideas 
about how they thought we might 
make them safer and better informed 
of the risks. We also asked them what 
resources they felt they had access  
to and who they felt they could turn  
to for help or support. 

One of the recurring themes was 
around increasing empowerment of 
women. In response to this feedback 
and, as part of the wellbeing program, 
we implemented a five-week self-
defense course for students to learn 
basic techniques to protect themselves. 
We also launched a ‘Let’s Talk About’ 
discussion series covering issues of 
binge drinking and eating disorders 
and ran a meditation workshop. We 
will continue to investigate other 
mechanisms for empowerment, 
awareness and self-care. 

liz agostino 
Dean of Students

RESPECT. 
NOW. 
ALWAYS.
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uc abroad

For the month we were there we spent 
five days working with the organisation, 
and on the weekends we travelled 
around Delhi and the rest of India. 
Each working day was split in half – 
we would spend half the day with the 
administration of the organisation and 
the other half in the foster homes. I 
was in charge of setting up many of 
their social media presences, as well as 
making a video about their organisation. 
In the girls’ home I tutored the girls 
in English, Maths and French. I also 
participated in group activities like going 
to the local park and helping to paint 
their new home. The majority of these 
girls came from abusive backgrounds, 
so it was important for them to have 
someone to confide in and work 
through their trauma. Working with 
Jamghat was a monumental experience, 
I genuinely felt like I experienced an 
authentic side to India. 

Aside from volunteering, we did have 
a few weekends to do some travelling. 
We took a trip to Agra to see the Taj 
Mahal, Fatehpur Sikri and Agra Fort. 
I have been to India previously on a 
school exchange in 2013, so I had seen 
many of these sights before. However, 
it was a whole new experience seeing 
them for the second time. I was more 
independent the second time, not 

having the safety net of teachers and 
the school’s support, and additionally 
there were many changes in the culture 
and the sights that I was experiencing 
for the first time. 

Jaipur was another city I had never 
explored, so I was extremely fortunate 
to witness the pink city for a weekend. 
Here we met up with another NGO 
partner and met their volunteers. We 
also participated in a homestay and did 
some shopping/sightseeing. Overall 
it was a unique experience to see the 
difference in the various cities. 

We were also fortunate enough to 
travel around Delhi, seeing the Lotus 
Temple and Akshardham Temple, as well 
as visiting one of the United Nations 
branches in India for a conference on 
the Millennium Development Goals. 

Ultimately, the whole month was a  
life-changing experience. Not only did  
I meet truly inspirational and passionate 
people, but I was able to witness a side 
of India that I had never experienced 
before. It was jam-packed, but a totally 
vibrant, cultural and formative journey. 

rhiannon Van Vliet
Student Club President
2nd Year Arts student
University of Melbourne

RhIANNON VAN VLIET 

over the winter break i participated in a program called Community 
Volunteering global, which is an overseas subject run by the University of 
melbourne, and australian Volunteers international. here, they partnered us 
with various ngos in delhi, india, to work with for one month. i was partnered 
with an organisation called Jamghat which is a foster home for street children. 

uc abr   ad
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asia Pacific bureau theatre schools 
festival, otherwise known as aPb 
is an annual international theatre 
and acting conference designed to 
inspire artists and create a network 
to promote interaction and exchange 
among asia Pacific theatre schools. 
i was one of nine students from the 
VCa lucky enough to be selected to 
attend and perform at aPb which 
took place in shanghai, China. 

When we landed, we were greeted  
by humidity, people wearing masks 
and old people riding scooters without 
helmets but there was still a sense of 
familiarity in the atmosphere. The first 
thing I noticed about China was that 
everything was cheap. I absolutely  
loved going to Familymart (a better 
version of our 7-Eleven) and just 
stocking up on snacks and drinks.

For our performance we prepared 
scenes from Anton Chekhov’s The 
Cherry Orchard and The Seagull. The 
rehearsal process leading up to our 
performance was pretty hectic. Uni 
started at 9am, finished at 6pm and  
we went straight into rehearsals  
until 10pm. 

Our performance got some great 
reviews. The Mongolian school  
came up to us after our show and let  
us know that although they couldn’t 
understand English very well, they  
could still understand the situation  
and were moved by our expressions. 

My most fond memories of APB  
include going to workshops  
coordinated by leading performing  
arts schools of the world and  
watching student performances  
and joining in the panel discussions. 

My favourite workshops were the 
contact improvisation workshop from 
the Western Australian Academy of 
Performing Arts and the Indonesian Silat 
classes from the Institut Seni Indonesia 
Yogyakarta. I had an especially unique 
experience in the panel discussions as I 
was asked to be the unofficial translator 
for the Korean representatives. One 
of the most touching moments was 
when I had the privilege of talking about 
Korean culture, Korean mythology 
and North and South Korean conflict 
which is still apparent. It was a humbling 
moment being able to speak on behalf 
of my nation. I also had the privilege of 
representing VCA to create a devised 
theatre work with the representatives  
of each country for the final ceremony. 

After the conference, the students 
gathered and organised to go out 
together and I was able to bond and 
make everlasting friendships there.  
At the end of the year, I’ll be going to 
Bali for an acting workshop and I will be 
catching up with my Indonesian friends. 

andy song
International Representative
2nd Year Fine Arts student
University of Melbourne

ANDY SONG 
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The aim of the policy was to ensure 
that:

•	 The	names	of	existing	facilities	would	
be	retained

•	 The	memory	of	lost	facilities	would	be	
retained

•	 Provisions	would	be	made	to	honour	
and	memorialise	the	distinguished	
contributions	of	significant	founders,	
previously	overlooked,	by	adding	their	
names	to	new	facilities	relating	to	the	
UC	2017	Project.

The	following	recommendations	were	
adopted	by	the	Council:

The existing buildings which will 
remain unchanged by the project to 
retain their current names. 

 

The Constance Ellis Wing

Dr	Constance	Ellis	MD	(1872-1942),	the	
first	woman	in	Melbourne	to	take	the	
degree	of	MD,	served	on	the	Provisional	
Committee	of	the	proposed	University	
Women’s	College	while	leading	a	full	
and	varied	career	as	a	physician	and	
pathologist	at	the	Queen	Victoria	
Hospital.	She	was	appointed	to	the	
first	Council	of	the	College	in	1937,	a	
position	she	held	until	her	death,	and	
bequeathed	£6,000	unconditionally	
to	the	College.	In	December	1942,	
the	College	Council	resolved	that	the	
previously	named	South	Wing	of	the	
College,	opened	in	1939,	should	be	
named	the	Constance	Ellis	Wing.	

The Fraser Wing

Miss	Sarah	Jane	Fraser	was	an	early	
Classics	graduate	of	the	University	of	
Melbourne	and	a	teacher	of	English	
from 1907 to 1912 at the Melbourne 
Church	of	England	Girls	Grammar	
School.	She	died	in	England	in	1931	
and	her	will	provided	for	the	bulk	of	
her	estate	to	go	to	the	University	of	
Melbourne	…	‘to	be	held	upon	trust	for	
the	Council	or	Governing	Body	of	the	
proposed	Women’s	College	which	is	
to	be	affiliated	with	the	University	of	
Melbourne’	and	to	be	held	conditionally	
for	the	proposed	college	for	ten	years	
after	her	death.	She	was	an	outspoken	
advocate	for	women’s	tertiary	
education.	Her	bequest	of	£38,000	
facilitated	the	completion	of	the	‘Third	
Wing’,	which	the	Council	resolved	to	
name	after	her	in	recognition	of	her	
bequest.

What’s in a name?

Have you ever wondered why the buildings at UC have such unique names? Not surprisingly, 
they all have historical significance. To preserve this important heritage, in early 2017 the 
College Council adopted proposals for the development of a ‘College Buildings and Facilities 
Naming Policy’, in the context of the UC 2017 Project. 

Constance Ellis Wing
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the greta hort library

Dr Greta Hort (1903-1967) was 
appointed Principal of University 
Women’s College in 1938 after a 
lengthy selection process in Australia 
and overseas. She was a Danish scholar 
of distinction from the University of 
Copenhagen and a former Fellow 
of Newnham and Girton Colleges in 
Cambridge. 

Dr Ursula Hoff, who opened the Greta 
Hort Memorial Library in 1990, later 
wrote, ‘In accordance with the ideals 
of the College Council, [Dr] Hort 
developed in her students principles 
of freedom and self-government to a 
greater degree than in other Melbourne 
colleges. She … fostered high academic 
standards generally; between two 
and eight exhibitions and prizes were 
awarded to University Women’s 
College students each year during her 
principalship.’ Her reinterpretation of 
the concept of the founders’ objective 
that the College should be administered 
‘under liberal discipline’ meant that early 
in the life of the College its traditions 
of freedom of thought and expression 
were established. 

hewitt house

Mrs Heather Hewitt AO was Head 
of University College from 1979 
to 1999. She worked to establish a 
greater degree of independence in the 
management of the students by the 
students themselves, by promoting the 
principles of ‘self-regulatory behaviour’. 
As the College became more financially 
stable, Mrs Hewitt was able to achieve 

considerable development, which 
over the twenty years of her headship 
included the construction of five new 
buildings, including the revenue-
generating academic apartments. 
Major development of the grounds and 
gardens characterised this period and 
provided the College with a beautiful 
environment for the future.

Hewitt House

Students in the Greta Hort Library
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With the retention of Syme wing for 
the foreseeable future, the two internal 
courtyards, previously the Academic 
Centre Courtyard and the Rose 
Garden, to be renamed.

the eileen giblin Courtyard

The Academic Centre Courtyard to be 
renamed the Eileen Giblin Courtyard in 
recognition of Mrs Giblin’s outstanding 
contribution in securing the site for the 
University Women’s College and guiding 
the Provisional Committee and the 
first College Council to the successful 
establishment of the College. She took 
over from Dr Sweet as acting Chair of 
the Provisional Committee and over 
the next four years of great activity 
and endeavour, steered the committee 
to the achievement of the final goal. 
She was elected the first President of 
the inaugural College Council in 1938. 
Her outstanding contribution started, 
in her words, ‘when it was a hope on 
paper’, and ranged through securing 
the site, the funds, the building, the 
Principal, and statutory incorporation, 
to negotiating affiliation with the 
University on the same terms as the 
men’s colleges. After her death in 
1955, the Council regarded Mrs Giblin’s 
contribution to be so significant that 
they formally resolved that a copy of  
a tribute by Miss Syme, recording, inter 
alia, Mrs Giblin’s devotion to the task of 

‘doing many things which the president 
in normal years is not called upon to 
do …’ be placed on the Notice Board … 
‘to acquaint students with Mrs Giblin’s 
invaluable work for their College.’ 

the lena Mcewan Courtyard

The Rose Garden to be renamed the 
Lena McEwan Courtyard in recognition 
of the outstanding contribution and 
benefaction of Miss Lena McEwan. Lena 
joined University Women’s College in 
1959 as a Graduate in Residence and 
Tutor in Surgery. She was appointed 
Senior Resident Tutor in 1961 and 
Vice-Principal in 1962. While serving 
in this role she acted as Principal for 
seven months in 1966-67 while Dr 
Angela Milne was on extended leave 
overseas. After 14 years of continuous 
and dedicated service she resigned 
from the College staff in August 
1973 to pursue her career as one of 
Melbourne’s leading plastic surgeons – 
the first woman to follow this specialty 
[in Australia]. Lena was appointed a 
Governor of the College in 1974 and 
elected to the College Council as a 
representative of the Governors in 
1983. She was immediately elected to 
the Council’s Executive Committee 
and remained on that committee in its 
various forms until 1997. She served 
as Deputy President of Council from 
1985 to 1990 and retired from Council 

in 2000, after 18 years continuous 
service. Throughout her life after 
leaving the College staff, Dr McEwan 
was a significant donor to College 
funds, contributing particularly to many 
student scholarships and the Building 
and Development Fund. Miss McEwan’s 
considerable unconditional bequest  
to the College has also enabled the 
major fence project to be completed.

The Academic Centre and the 
Recreation Centre to be renamed.

the leitch academic Centre

The Academic Centre to be renamed 
the Leitch Academic Centre to honour 
the significant contribution to the 
College of Sir Walter and Lady Leitch. 
Leitch Hall, opened in 1960, was 
subsumed in the 2001 redevelopment 
of the Academic Centre, when 
additional tutorial rooms, a lounge,  
and a floor of ensuite residential  
rooms above were added.

the leggatt Wing

The Recreation Centre building to 
be renamed the Leggatt Wing in 
recognition of Lady Dorothy Leggatt’s 
vital role in establishing the College 
and for her services to the College 
over many years, including as President 
of the Council. In 1917, as Dorothy 
Andrews, an Arts postgraduate student 

uc history

Eileen Giblin Courtyard
What’s in a name? (continued)
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at the University of Melbourne, she was 
the first woman to edit the influential 
Melbourne University Magazine. In 
August that year she wrote an article 
entitled ’Wanted, a Women’s College’. 
She presented a strong case for the 
need for a residential college for  
women along the same lines as the 
existing church-founded colleges  
for men, but insisted that it should  
be non-denominational and not 
associated with the men’s colleges.  
A month later, a meeting was  
convened at the University, attended 
by women members of the university 
staff, women university graduates and 
other prominent Melbourne women. 
As a result of this meeting, a committee 
was set up to investigate how, and 
then develop the establishment of, 
the non-denominational college 
for women, as called for in Dorothy 
Andrews’ article. Dorothy was elected 
as a student representative on this 
committee, which, under the guidance 
of Dr Georgina Sweet, worked for the 
next twenty years to achieve their goal. 
Dorothy became a schoolteacher,  
but continued to work with the 
committee. In 1926 she married  
William Leggatt, who was knighted in 
1957. After the College was established, 
Dorothy Leggatt continued to work in 
its support. The 1973 Annual Report  
of the College recorded that ‘Lady 

Leggatt was involved with College 
for a period of more than fifty-five 
years. During her university days she 
campaigned for a women’s college, 
[then] was in turn a parent, member of 
Council, the President and a Governor’. 

The new facilities to be named as 
follows. 

syme hall

The new Dining Hall to be named  
Syme Hall in memory of cousins,  
Eveline and Kathleen Syme. Both 
were early and active members of the 
Provisional Committee, members of 
the first University Women’s College 
Council and served as President of the 
Council (Eveline 1941-1946, Kathleen 
1947-1953). Both also donated to the 
College and endowed scholarships  
and, after Dr Georgina Sweet, were  
the most influential and effective 
founders of the College.

the roper Wing

The new larger wing constructed over 
the extended site of the original wing 
to retain the name the Roper Wing, 
continuing the memory of Miss Myra 
Roper AM, Principal from 1947 to 1960. 
At the 1960 Annual General Meeting 
of the College, the President said ‘The 
Council of the University Women’s 
College … places on record appreciation 
of the services given by Miss Roper 

during her thirteen years of office. 
Since June 1947, under her leadership 
the College has more than trebled in 
size. Three wings have been built and 
a fourth is now building – a fine tribute 
to her enthusiasm, energy and forward 
thinking. She has maintained a high 
standard of scholarship in the College, 
and the Council appreciates her close 
association with the students and her 
continuation of the liberal policy of  
the College’.

the sweet Wing

The extension to the existing Sweet 
Wing to retain the name the Sweet 
Wing, continuing the memory of Dr 
Georgina Sweet OBE DSc (1875-1946) 
who was the principal founder and 
benefactor of University Women’s 
College. She chaired the Provisional 
Committee set up in 1917 for ‘the 
establishment of a non-denominational 
College for women students to be 
affiliated to the University of Melbourne’ 
and for the next sixteen years … ‘gave 
unsparingly thought, time and money’ 
to secure a site and funds. A public 
building appeal was launched in 1936, 
to which Dr Sweet gave £1,000. It  
was in gratitude for her substantial 
contribution to the building fund, 
maintenance and scholarship bequests 
that the Council resolved to name  
the first wing after her. 

Syme Hall



Vale
Thank you to everyone who has submitted notices to 
University College for the ‘Vale’ section over the years. 
University College will be moving the ‘Vale’ section 
online to a dedicated area at  
www.unicol.unimelb.edu.au/alumni/vale

This will ensure that we can publish memorial notices 
in a timelier manner to honour the lives of members  
of our community.
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Why do you think you were chosen 
to join Council? What do you bring 
to the College Council?

I was appointed to Council by the 
Academic Board of The University 
of Melbourne as one of the range of 
responsibilities given to new members. 
My interests in educational technology 
and innovation have been relevant  
to student-centred learning in the 
College and my background in 
evidence-based scientific research 
helps me to ask the questions others 
may sometimes be reluctant to ask.

What do you like most about 
University College and our 
community?

UC is a place where independent 
thinking is valued and fostered and 
where there are real opportunities  
for young people to imagine and  
realise their potential.

What was your first job?

I was an industrial gas chemist in a 
coal-fired gasworks. At the age of 16 
I had a scary range of responsibilities 
and little practical experience.

Who has influenced your career 
most and why?

My PhD supervisor explained that there 
are people who are passionate about 
a specific problem and seek ways to 
solve the problem and problem-solvers 
who develop solutions and apply them 
to problems. My post-doc supervisor 
introduced me to cultural pursuits and 
advised me to find a research niche 
and become the go-to expert. My 
laboratory chief and mentor at the 
National Institutes of Health realised 
that although I knew less than he 
expected when I arrived, I was able to 
learn “quite a lot” and become “useful” 
when I left a year later. He agreed with 
my previous mentors that I had a good 
future as a sailor!

What is the best piece of advice 
you could give someone?

Try not to burden people with your 
advice.

What is your greatest business 
achievement?

Promoting the “multiple-bottom- 
line” approach to assessing business 
success and measuring costs and 
returns on investment.

Where is your favourite holiday 
destination?

The Gippsland Lakes – preferably 
on-board a sailing boat.

name one person you would like 
to have dinner with and why?

My wife – because she shares my 
sense of humour.

What is your favourite quote or 
motto?

Seagoon: “What are you doing 
down here?”

Eccles: “Everybody’s got to be 
somewhere.”

(Spike Milligan – exchange between 
Neddie Seagoon and Dan Eccles.  
The Last Goon Show of All: 1972).

CoUnCil member 

PETER hARRIS 
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College Crescent – 
Jack Wood

Swanston Street – 
Ben Stiassny

COLLEGE STAFF
head of College
Dr J McDonald, BA(Hons) 
DipEd MEd(Stud Well)  
PhD Melb. 

dean of students
Ms Liz Agostino, BA(Hons) 
PostGrad Dip (Psych) Melb.

dean of studies 
Mr Andre Louhanapessy, 
BEng Trisakti MDevSt Melb.

business manager 
Mr Sean Portelli, BBus RMIT 
FIPA

finance manager
Ms Kelly Fung, BCom 
La Trobe CPA

accounts officer
Ms Pui Shan Kwok, BCom 
La Trobe CPA

advancement manager 
Mr Sam Hawkins, BCom 
Monash MBus Deakin

alumni and development 
Coordinator
Mr Cameron Evans, BA  
DipEd ACU

marketing and 
Communications advisor 
Ms Quyen Do, BBus W.Syd

house, events and 
Conference manager
Mr Tim McBain 

guest services officer 
Ms Gina Cahayagan

librarian
Mrs Carolyn Brown BEd 
(Librarianship) Melb. AALIA

archivist
Mr Ian Forster, BHA NSW MA  
(Archives & Records) Monash

facilities manager
Mr Leo Raffaele, Assoc Dip 
Bus Mgt Holmes Assoc Dip 
Construction Mgt Canberra

maintenance officer
Mr Henri Seneque 

gardener
Mr Ian Robertson, Assoc Dip 
Hort Melb. Burnley

food services manager
Mr Gavin Duncan 

head Chef
Mr Alfonso Buitrago

trade Cooks
Mr Komal Jhowrey  
Mr Gagandeep Singh 
Mr Andy Tran

dining hall supervisor
Mr Greg Coutts

Kitchen staff
Ms Lucy Saliba  
Mr Kevin Williams

RESIDENT TUTORS
Mr Liam Byrne
Ms Mollie Farrell
Ms Molly Fredle
Ms Anasha Flintoff
Ms James Hutcheon
Mr Zak Kapakoulakis
Mr Koki Oka
Mr Zhi Xiang On 
Mr Ayush Srinet
Ms Sher Maine Tan

council & staff

Ricky Liu and visitors on the Ellis balcony on Open Day



calendar of eventS 2018

NOVEMBER

1938 alumni reunion lunch

georgina sweet society activity

MARCh

scholars Dinner

invisible Farmer symposium

APRIL

1988 alumni reunion high table

georgina sweet society activity

MAY

Family Day Brunch (Mother’s Day)

1978 alumni reunion high table

academic achievement and 
Fellows high table

nsW alumni reunion

JUNE

1998 alumni reunion

sa alumni reunion

OCTOBER

Valedictory Dinner 

1958 alumni reunion lunch

1948 alumni reunion lunch

1968 alumni reunion lunch

head’s Cocktail reception

pathways Dinner

SEPTEMBER

Family Day Brunch (Father’s Day)

Careers Week

JULY

2008 alumni reunion

aCt alumni reunion

Wa alumni reunion

AUGUST

annual Musical production

Creative Writing and 
art and  
Design  
Week

open Day

governors 
high table

QlD alumni 
reunion

FEBRUARY

transition and orientation Week 
(o-Week) 

Commencement Dinner

Jan srzednicki exhibition

Broughton seminar

2008 Valedictory Dinner
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